COVERT STRETCH VEST 19-01098
-16
Carry all the equipment you need concealed under your shirt.
This is our most concealed equipment vest/t-shirt.

F E AT U R E S
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

The light weight equipment vest
for covert carrying
Very tight stretch fit. The
complete vest is made in stretch
material except the zipper.
Zipped opening under the right
arm
Low cut front neck to be invisible
under an open neck shirt.
Elastic mesh in the back to be
cool.
2 layers of compartments in 2
large sections under each arm
Channels for radio or mobile
wires.
Fits in:
Handcuffs, telescopic baton, radio,
CS spray can, mobile phone and
a flashlight.

VERSIONS

Black:
19-01098-01-001
Size 1
19-01098-01-000
Size 1,5
19-01098-01-002
Size 2
19-01098-01-003
Size 3
White:
19-01098-25-001
Size 1
19-01098-25-000
Size 1,5
19-01098-25-002
Size 2
19-01098-25-003
Size 3
1: For small people, 1,5 and 2: for
most people and 3: for the big people.

WEIGHT
200 g

M AT E R I A L

Mesh and webbing: 100% polyester.
100% elastan.
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The same pocket set up in each
side.
Channels for wires and cordless ear
connection in the neck.

Two layers of pockets in the right
side with openings for wires in each.
Carry a radio or handcuffs here.
A flash light can also be stored here.

Two layers of pockets in the left
side with openings for wires in
each.
CS can and/or baton can be placed
here.

On the beck a horizontal pocket for
large hand cuffs is placed.

The top of the pockets are
reinforced with an elastic band.

The back of the vest is made in
stretch mesh to be as cool as
possible.

The vest is also available in white.
Matching set up of pockets etc.

Channels for wires and cordless ear
connection in the neck, on the
inside.

Zipped opening in the right front
side.
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